
Temporary Rules Near and Around Hole #7 
 

Over the winter, pond work and reconstruction occurred on two ponds. One of the 
ponds is near the green on hole # 7 and the second pond is on hole # 11.  However, 
due to the layout of the course, play may be affected on holes: 6, 7, 8, 11 and 17. On 

these holes are areas designated temporary ground under repair. 
 

Rules Of Play For Ground Under Repair 
 

The areas affected by this ground under repair rule can be identified by areas that have 
hay spread on them or presently seeded with little or no hay. When a ball lies in one of 
the areas, the player lifts it and drops it one club length from the ground under repair 

and no closer to the hole. No penalty is incurred. 
 
 

Rules For A Ball Landing In A Penalty Area (Water Hazard) 
 
When a ball lands in a penalty area inside a ground under repair area, the ball can be 
dropped and played, incurring a one shot penalty. 
 
The player will play the next shot from one of the below locations: 

 
1.  It’s previous lie. 
2.  Outside the adjacent ground under repair area no closer to the hole. 
3.  From a drop area if one exists on that hole. 

 
Areas Affected By These Special Ground Under Repair Rules 

 
Hole # 6:  Left and right side of cart path near the green. Once the cart has left the 
   cart path it stays on the path until after the tee on Hole # 9. 
Hole # 7:  Right side of cart path and left side of cart path past the teeing area.   
Hole # 8:  Right side of hole from tee to green. 
Hole # 11:  In front of rear tee and to the right of the forward tees. 
Hole # 17:  On the left side and rear of the green. 

 
 

New Rule For Play On Hole #7 
 
A fence was constructed along the bulkhead on the right side of the hole. A ball coming 
to rest near the fence so that the player’s swing is impeded by fence may drop a ball, no 
closer to the hole without being penalized. 
 


